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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III'

'

Reports No. 50-315/84-22(DRP); 50-316/84-24(DRP)

Docket Nos. 50-315; 50-316 Licenses No. DPR-58; DPR-74

Licensee: American _ Electric Power Service Corporation
Indiana and Michigan Electric Company
1 Riverside Plaza
Columbus,-OH .43216,

Facility'Name: Donald C. Cook Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2

Inspection Ati Donald C. Cook Site, Bridgman, MI

' Inspection Conducted: November 17 through December 21, 1984

Inspectors: B. L. Jorgensen

J.' K. Heller,

J \
e_ tr> ljlfl;Ns

s
Approved By: .-C.~ Wrigh , Chief- / /

Projects Section 2A
'

Dates
,

i

Inspection Summary
,

!
Inspection on November 17 Through December 21, 1984'(Repdrts No. 50-315/84-22(DRP);

| 50-316/84-24(DRP)) -r -

Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection by the: resident inspectors
of licensee action on previous inspection-findings; operctional safety; reactor-
trips; Licensee Event Reports; maintenance; and surveillance. ' The inspection
involved a total-of 193 inspector-hours onsite by two NRC inspectors including
27~ inspector-hours onsite during off-shifts.

Results: Of the six areas inspected, no items of noncompliance or. deviations
. were identified in four areas; two items of noncompliance were identified in
the remaining two' areas,(not using an up-to-date procedure - Paragraph 6;.-

; failure to maintain control of personnel in a carbon dioxide area -
Paragraph 3).
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DETAILS<

-

$1. -Persons' Contacted
.

*W. G. Smith, Jr., Plant Manager
~

'*E..L. Townley, Assistant Plant Manager
*B.-A. Svensson, Assistant Plant Manager
*T. A. Kriesel,1 Technical Supervisor, Physical Sciences

_ *)K. ~ R. . Baker, Operations - Superintendent
'*A'..A. Blind,. Technical Superintendent-Engineering

'*J..F.-Stietzel, QC. Supervisor-
*C. E. Murphy, Production Supervisor*

The inspectors.also contacted a' number of-licensee and contract
employees and informally. interviewed operation, technical and
maintenance personnel during this period.

,

* Denotes' personnel attending' exit interview on December .19,1984.
,

1

2. LLicensee Action on Previous Inspaction Findings
|

(Closed) Noncompliance (315/81-03-02; 316/81-03-02): Plant Nuclear
Safety Review Committee (PSNRC) reviews for-10 CFR 50.59 determinations
were not done. Current revisions to PMI-1040, " Plant Nuclear Safety,

Review Committee", appear to resolve the concerns.

(Withdrawn) Noncompliance (315/81-11-05; 316/81-14-05): Failure to
perform Technical Specification surveillance for fire doors and fire
dampers. .This violation was retracted per Paragraph 1.A of a October 14,-

.

1982 correspondence between Richard C. DeYoung (NRC) and' John E. Dolan
(I&M.E.C.)

L (Closed) Noncompliance (315/82-18-01 and 02): A valve and pipe section
'

that L sd never been subjected to Type B or C leak tests, |nor had
traceabie evidence of documented installation, was found in. containment
penetration Number 30. Upon discovery the valve was removed, a cap.<

,

welded intits place and an inspection performed of the other containment'

penetrations to ensure agreement with the Type B and C leak rate testing
: program.

,
s

(Open)-Unresolved Item (315/81-18-03; 316/81-21-04):= This unresolved
. item questions ~whether.the requirements'of 10 CFR.50, Appendix J, have-

!been met'when' containment instrumentation designed to, withstand post
LOCA pressure was' valved out-of-service during-a containment' integrated
leakrate (Type A)' test. .The inspector requested technical review of
.this matter in NRC Region III to support close out of this item. This,

' ' request was made by. letter dated December 4,-1984.

.
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(Closed)-Noncompliance (316/81-21-01): Failure to maintain containment
integrity,while in Modes 3 and 4. LThe inspector verified the licensee's
. corrective actions identified in their March 1, 1982 response letter.
These. actions appear adequate to correct the concerns. In addition, the

-

March 1,1982 response requested ; mitigation of the civil-penalty assessed
for this item. NRC reviews are ' documented in October 14, 1982 corres-
pondence between_ Richard'C. DeYoung (NRC) and John E. Dolan (I&M.E.C.).

(Closed) Noncompliance (316/81-21-02): Improper classification of the
. reporting requirements for.a containment integrity violation which'

,

resulted in a missed reporting requirement'. The licensee's action
'

identified in their letter of March 1, 1982 appears adequate to correct
the concerns. :In addition, the March 1, 1982 response requested retrac-
tion of the Civil Penalty assessed for this item. NRC responses are
documented in. October 14, 1982 correspondence.between Richard C. DeYoung

(NRC) and' John E. Dolan (I&M.E.C.).

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

3. Operational Safety Verification

l-
|

~

The inspector observed control room operation including manning, shift
turnover, approved procedures and LCO ' adherence, reviewed applicablei

! ' logs, and conducted discuasions with control. room operators during the
inspection of. November 17 through December 21, 1984. Observations of

: control room monitors, indicators, and recorders were made to verify the
cperability.of emergency systems, radiation monitoring systems, and

,

nuclear and reactor protection systems. ' Reviews of surveillance,
. equipment condition, and tagout logs were conducted. Proper return to
service of selected components was verified. Tours of the auxiliary-
building, turbine building, and screenhouse were made to observe

~

'

accessible equipment conditions, including fluid leaks, potential fire
-hazards, and control of activities in progress.

,

4

By observation and direct interview the inspector verified that the
physical security plan was being implemented.in accordance with the,

1 station =eso it, pl u.
,

.During a tour of th'e Unit 1 4KV Switchgear. Room on December.5,:1984,
the inspector found an electrical; cable with~ damaged insulation. The
damaged portion of the cable was: located:at fire penetration W-7128e

above door 451. This item was referred to the Maintenance Department.
In addition, the inspector observed a number of cables for; temporary
power supplies routed around the room without'being routedithrough'

2cable trays. The inspector asked the licensee to review this item
and evaluate the need to install additional electrical conduit.

1
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During a tour'of'the ait 2 Control Room'on November 30, 1984, the
inspector noted that the boron concentrations for the fo' r accumulatorsu
were 2085 ppa to 2097 ppm (Technical Specification upper limit is 2100
ppm). Since~the. measured-concentration was apparently trending upward,
the inspector inquired if an administrative limit had been established

-

for accumulator boron concentration. Just a few weeks earlier, the
accumulator boron had been- found out-of-specification, . requiring repeated

~

cycles-of draining, filling and sampling. These evolutions required a
special valve lineup .from a batch tank, since the normal supply of makeup
water (RWST) was being' maintained at a higher, boron concentration than
was acceptable'for the accumulators. The licensee did not appear
prepared for the likelihood that the next sample results would indicate

,

out-of-specification boron concentration (s). The inspector discussed
this with plant management and was informed that the accumulators were
sch'eduled to be drained'and refilled during the Unit 2 outage that began
on December 15, 1984. Further testing ~was neither required nor performed
. prior to this outage.

During a contrcl room tour in Unit 1 on December 5, 1984, the inspector
noted calibration stickers on containment hydrogen reccabiner instru-
mentation (temperature and kilowatt meters) which showed past due

,

L dates. Consultation with the licensee established the indicated dates
'

were erroneous and the instrumentation was not ' overdue for calibration.
.The same condition existed on Unit 2. The erroneous stickers were

'

corrected in both Control Rooms.

During a tour of the Unit 1 4KV Switchgear Room on December 7, 1984,
*

the inspector noted (upon entering) that the carbon dioxide fire
> - supression system for the room was isolated, a switch watch was posted

and two people had signed in on the " grease board". While in the room
! the inspector. observed the firewatch and asked:if>a.second person was
i in the room; the reply was negative. Upon exiting the room the inspector

informed the switch watch only one person was present in the room. The
'

switch watch confirmed this by requesting a security printout of the
entry / exit status for the room. PMI-2270, " Fire Protection and Safety

,

Equipment", at Paragraph ~10.2.1 requires persons exiting such an area'to
remove their name from the board. Adherence to PMI-2270 is a requirement
of Technical Specification 6.8.1.f, " Fire Protection Program Implemen-..

' tation". Failure to adhere to PMI-2270 as described above is an example
of noncompliance with Technical Specification 6.8.1.f. (Noncompliance

Item 315/84-22-01).

. The item identified by the inspector was only one of a number of problems
which have been noted and documented in licensee Condition Reports as-

; relating to-fire protection procedure violations. During three weeks
~

of this inspection (November -21 through December 12,1984), more than
twenty Condition Repo'rts involved: personnel exiting areus withouts

signing out (6 items); entering areas without isolating the carbon
dioxide-(3 items); isolating carbon dioxide without establishing

!
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firewatches (5' items); missing required hourly fire checks / tours
(6 items);'and similar matters. The' rate of occurrence of these

-problems has apparently increased substantially of late according-
to licensee personnel, who appear well aware of the trend. These
matters were discussed with licensee representatives during the
' course of- the inspection and at the Management Interview.

Observations of_the plant housekeeping / cleanliness conditions and the
implementation of the radiation protection program and controls were

' Lmade. .These reviews and observations were conducted to verify that
facility: operations were in conformance with the requirements estab-
lished per Technical Specifications, 10 CFR, and Administrative
Procedures.

One item'of noncompliance and no deviations were identif'ied.

4. Reactor Trips

Following the-Unit 2 trips on November 19 and 20, 1984 the-inspector
ascertained the status of the reactor and safety systems by observation
of. control room indicators and: discussions with licensee personnel
concerning-plant parameters and emergency system status. The inspector
verified the ' establishment of proper communications and reviewed the
immediate corrective actions taken by the licensee.

1-
*

Unit 2 first tripped from about 96% power at 0356 hours on November 19,
1984. Steam generator No. 3 low level bistables were in an existing
tripped condition in accordance with Technical Specifications for
inoperability of the associated level transmitter BLP-132. A spurious
actuation of the steam / feed mismatch bistables'then occurred, also in~

loop No. 3, causing the reactor trip. All safety' systems responded as
expected, and the reactor was stabilized in Mode 3 for circuit

investigation and repair. Level transmitter BLP-132 inoperability was
determined to have resulted from a steam leak on the transmitter
. reference leg. This was repaired and the bistables were reset. No
steam / feed mismatch circuit abnormalities could be identified, nor could
the spurious actuation of the bistable be reproduced. No failed

. components were'found in post-event testing. Plant Nuclear Safety Review
committee review and authorization for reactor startup were obtained as
required under these circumstances.'

At 1620 hours. on November 20, 1984 with the reactor still in Mode 3, a
reactor trip again occurred from Steam Generator No. 3 low level coincident

'with steam / feed mismatch. In this instance, loops 1 and 3 mismatch and'

high steamflow bistables were already tripped for Control and Instrument
activities supporting circuit restoration from the reactor trip of the
previous day. Marginal procedure temperature control in this mode, with
a main feedpump in service and feedwater preheating beginning, first led
to a lo-lo T-ave condition at 1610 hours. Main steam line isolation

5
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- occurred.as designed,7as'did' main feedwater isolation. T-ave then
- increased .quickly, and plant operators ;used the steam generator power
-operated relief valves:to terminate _the heatup. Steaming to atmosphere-

-

combined with introduction of relatively _ cold _ feedwater (the Motor Driven,

Auxiliary Feedwater: Pump started and fed as designed) led to _ the low
Steam Generator No. 3 level and reactor' trip at 1620 hours. The shutdown
bank control rods had been withdrawn in anticipation of an imminent
- critical approach (control bank rods remained fully inserted) and they
' all' tripped ~as designed.

,

-Later' on November 20,J.at 2032 hours with only the shutdown bank rods
~

withdrawn, a . reactor trip ' occurred on clearance of interlock P-7 with
- the turbine already tripped._ A surveillance / calibration procedure being
performed on main turbine first stage pressure tripped the bistable for
turbine; impulse pressure channel II, which cleared the P-7 interlock.
All. shutdown rods tripped as designed.

-No significant abnormalities were noted for either of the trips of
- November 20. Licensee reviews found the main steam isolation which
precipitated the first event was hardly. obvious in the existing mode,
and was.not immediately identified. Immediate identification might
have permitted regaining control of T-ave without excessive steam

-

- generator level loss.

' Both of. the reactor trips of November 20 appear to have occurred
because the. instrument surveillance activities underway.at the
respective times were not compatible with Mode 3 conditions where
- the reactor trip breakers were reset and some rods withdrawn. This-

potential incompatibility had not been recognized by the authorizing
- Shift Supervisor who approved the activities, nor did the procedures
themselves clearly suggest (e.g. by precautions, prerequisites cuc
description of affects) potential compatibility problems. In. light of
these events, the prudence of resetting the trip breakers and pulling --

shutdown rods (a generally desirable. condition for increased shutdown
worth immediately responsive to an unanticipated dilution) as standard

~ practice was discussed with plant management and at the Management
Meeting. Means and benefits of enhancing surveillance procedures to
clearly reflect plant conditions during which the test should not be
performed were also discussed.

- The-inspector subsequently reviewed logs, trip reports and control
room data records, discussed the events further with licensee-personnel,
and reviewed the' associated licensee event report (LER) RO 84-030-0.
Based on these reviews, the above LER is considered closed (see also

' Paragraph 5).
=

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
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5. Licensee Event Reports

Through direct observation, discussions with licensee personnel, and
. review of records,.the following event reports were reviewed to determine
.that reportability requirements were fulfilled, immediate corrective
action was accomplished,'and corrective action to prevent recurrence had
'been accomplished in accordance with Technical Specifications. The

~

following LERs.are considered closed.

Unit 1'

RO 82-002/99T-0 and 1 Exceeding the approved design change
authorization during installation of the |

reactor vessel water level indication |

system.

RO 83-056/03L-0 Component cooling water seal check valve
to the hydrogen sampling pumps found
inoperable.

RO 83-057/03L-0 Steam generator blowdown containment
isolation valve failed.

RO 83-059/03L-0 Fire door inoperable due to failed
closure support arm.

RO 83-060/03L-0 Diesel generator room carbon dioxide
switch in'the isolate position with
no one in the room

RO 83-073/03L-0 and 1 Containment ice baskets were found to
be less than Technical Specification
weight.

RO 83-089/03L-0 Refueling canal flange not verified in
place every 31 days.

Unit 2

RO 83-029/03L-0 Engineered safety featureifan found
inoperable due to a failed motor bearing.

RO 83-061/03L-0 Primary coolant system below 152*F
without emergency air supply to-
the power operated relief valves.

RO 83-072/03L-0 Steam generator blowdown containment
isolation valve failed.

RO 83-073/01T-0 Safety-related battery chargers were
not adequately seismically anchored.

7
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1N) 83-079/01T-O' Carbon. dioxide fire protection system
inoperable to repair hose reel header
system.

RO 83-080/01T-0 Diesel generator failed to trip .

~

:RO 83-091/01T-0 Reactor critical with pressurizer pressure
below 2220 PSIA.

RO 83-097/03L-0 West essential service water supply header
isolation valve removed from service to
repair an electrical ground.

RO 83-098/03L-0 Recording error of containment particulate
activity.

RO 83-099/03L-d Control room door inoperable due to failed
latching mechanism.

RO 83-101/03L-0 Turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump
failed to trip.

RO 84-029-0 Reactor trip with safety injection.
(November 11, 1984).<

RO 84-030-0 Reactor trip (November 19, 1984).;

For further discussion concerning reviews of the Unit 2 reactor trip
of November 19, 1984, see Paragraph 4 of this report.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified..

i

6. Monthly Maintenance Observation

'

Station maintenance activities of safety-related systems and components
listed below were observed and/or reviewed to ascertain that they were
conducted in accordance with approved procedures, regulatory guides and
industry codes or standards and in conformance with Technical
Specifications. *

The'following items were considered during this review: The limiting
conditions for operation were met while components or systems were
removed from service; approvals were obtained pricrf to initiating the
work; activities were accomplished using approved procedures.and were-
inspected as applicable; functional testing and/or-calibrations were
. performed' prior to returning components or systems to service; parts
and materials used were properly certified; radiological controls were
implemented; and, fire prevention controls were implemented.

,

4
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LThe following maintenance activities were observed and/or reviewed:~

Job Order No. 39485 Replacement of fire doors
,

12 6030 THP IMP.251 Calibration of auxiliary building fire
protection panels

12 MHP SP.084- Load test of auxiliary building crane main '

hoist.

12 MHP 5021.016.001 Repair of Component Cooling Water Pump

-

While observing the repair of-the. Component Cooling Water Pump the
inspector observed that Change Sheet I was issued to MHP 5021.016.001
on February 17, 1984. The change sheet was approved by a member of
management staff and a Senior Reactor Operator. The inspector noted
that the' approval of the PSNRC and the Plant Manager were not on the
sheet. Technical Specifications require review by the PSNRC and approval
by the Plant Manager within 14 days of'the change. The inspector dis-

|
cussed this with the Maintenance Supervisor and was informed that the

,
change had been reviewed by PSNRC and approved by the Plant Manager, but
that a sheet with the completed signoff data had not been added to thei

procedure. A change sheet with all signatures was added to the procedure.

**12 THP 601 RAD.584 Calibration of Radiation Instrument 1400
ERS

On December 14, 1984, the inspector observed the setup for calibration
of Unit I radiation instrument ERS 1400 per **12 THP 601 RAD.584,
"Eberline Radiation Monitoring System Secondary Source Calibration".
While reviewin.g RAD.584 (Revision 0, Change Sheet-Number 10) the

| inspector found Revision 0, Change Sheet Number 12 loosely placed
in the back of the procedure. The inspector discussed this with
Technical Superintendent - Physical Science who performed a preliminary
review and identified that Change Sheet Numbers 9, 11, and 12 had
not been incorporated-into RAD.584. As a result of this review an
internal c'orrective action document (Condition Report) was issued
and the job was halted until the correct' changes were incorporated
into RAD.584. EMI-2010, " Plant Managers and Department Head Instruc-.,

,

j tions, Procedures and Associated Indexes", at Section 3.13.3.C.I
requires that the change sheet form shall include instructions for
replacing the affected pages as well as a sufficient explanation
regarding the need for the change. The change sheet shall then be,

placed at the front of the affected instruction or procedure as a
permanent record of the change until the :next revision. Adherence
to PMI-2010 is a requirement of' Technical' Specification 6.8.1.a by,

| ' reference to Regulatory Guide 1.33 (November 1972) which includes
~

. administrative procedures for control of temporary Failure to. adhere
to PMI-2010 as described above is an example of noncompliance with
Technical-Specification'6.8.1.a. (Noncompliance Item 315/84-22-02).

One item of noncompliance and no deviatiors were identified.

9
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:7. _ Monthly Surveillance Observation

The inspector reviewed Technical Specifications required surveillance'

testing on the systems listed below and verified that testing was
performed 'in accordance with adequate procedures, that. test instru-
mentation was _ calibrated, that limiting conditions for operation were
met, that removal and restoration of:the affected components were
accomplished, that test:results conformed with Technical Specifications
and procedure requirements and were reviewed by personnel other than
-the-individual directing the test,-and that deficiencies identified
during the testing were properly' reviewed and resolved by appropriate,

' . management personnel.

The following item: were observed / reviewed:

'
a. 1 THP 4030.STP 014 . Pressurizer Pressure Protection Set IV

Surveillance Test (Monthly)

b. 12 THP 6040 PER.323 Incore Flux Happing System Operating
Procedure

c. **2 THP 4030 STP.151' Steam-Pressure Protection Set IV

d. **1 OHP 4030 STP.005 Emergency Core Cooling System Operability
Test

1

The licensee made a notification pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72 on December 14,
,

1984 regarding item d. above. This procedure, as implemented for a
number of years, involved valve stroke testing of a pair of common series
mini-flow isolation valves in the Safety Injcetion System, in accordance
with the licensee's inservice testing (ISI) program. Stroking either of

2

these valves has the potential to adversely affect both SI trains-under
certain conditions, so the licensee's revised ISI program (submitted-
October 2, 1984) will delete testing of these valves during reactor modes
when SI system operability is required. The licensee's evaluation of this<

matter was incomplete at the conclusion of the inspection. This item
will be reviewed further during a future inspection. (Open Item
315/84-22-03; 316/84-24-01)

'
No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

; 8. Open Items

t

Open items are matters.which have been discussed with the licensee,
which will be' reviewed further:by the inspector, and which involve some
action on the part of the NRC or. licensee or both. An'open item

,

disclosed during the' inspection is discussed in Paragraph 7.

!
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9. : Management Interview

A ranagement interview (attended as indicated'in Paragraph 1) was
~

conducted at the.coupletion of the inspection. The following items
were discussed:

a.' The' inspector snamarized the scope and findings of the
inspection as described in these details.

_

.b. The apparent items of' noncompliance were'specifically.
= identified and discussed. The inspector indicated the
fire protection procedure noncompliance could be con-
sidered symptomatic of an apparent adverse trend in
procedure adherence in this area and-requested theflicensee
to address the trena and associated corrective actions in
their: response (Paragraph 3 and 6).

.c. . The licensee's recent notification concerning safety
injection system valve testing '(SI pump mini-flow valves)
creating a potentially undesirable system configuration
was reviewed; as licensee evaluations of the matter are
incomplete, it is considered an Open Item and will be
reviewed further at a later date (Paragraph -7).

d. The circumstances of two zero-power subcritical reactor
-protection system (RPS) actuations of November 20 were
discussed from the point of view of their evolution from
ongoing test activities not being wholly compatible with
the plant conditions during which the activities were
being performed (Paragraph 4).

f
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